Valve Support and Management Services
Providing technical solutions, supply and logistical support to Canadian Defence
and Industry

Experience.

Diversity.

Flexibility.

Mobile Valve was established in 1969 and has been providing complete valve support and management services ever
since. Our expansion into the Marine and Naval markets compliments our highly specialized technical team and fits well
with our quality assurance certifications.

Specialty Valve Testing & Repair, Supply and
Management to the Industrial Market

Supply Chain Management, Supply and Service
to the Naval Marine and Defence Market
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MOBILE VALVE

www.sourceatlantic.ca
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COMPLETE VALVE SUPPORT & MANAGEMENT
SERVICES IN ATLANTIC CANADA
Mobile Valve, a division of Source Atlantic, is Canada’s leading valve service contractor, providing customers with
a vast range of quality products and an extensive list of professional services. With over 40 years in the business,
we offer our customers the most comprehensive valve management solutions that are unmatched in the industry.
Our specialized repair service capabilities, advanced testing capabilities and extensive experience across all market
segments make us the natural choice for all your valve supply and service requirements, all the while maintaining
the highest level of safety, quality and environmental practices.

Services
• Safety relief valve build, certify and repair
• Isolation valve repair and automation
• Control valve repair and calibration
• Hydro-testing
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MOBILE VALVE

• In-house milling machining capabilities
• Pressure gauge calibration certification
• Stream trap surveys and testing
• Valve population management

Providing the Highest Level of Service & Support
Mobile Valve continues a 40+ year tradition of reducing your downtime
and maximizing the efficiency of your shuts. Our capabilities include
in-house or on-site repair, service and testing of pressure relief valves,
actuated and manually operated isolation valves, and control valves per
ASME “V”, “UV” and NB “VR” certifications.

Modern & Fully Equipped Facilities
Shop Capabilities:
• Complete valve automation service
• Repairs and maintenance
• Adaption components
• Installation, testing and commissioning
of new units
• Hydro testing equipment
• In-house milling and machining
• Seat renewal and lapping tooling
• Steam, water, air and nitrogen
test stands
• Control valve calibration equipment
• Oxygen cleaning capabilities

www.sourceatlantic.ca
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Our Highly Trained &
Specialized Technicians
Total Valve Management:
Mobile Valve’s highly trained technicians will review your processes
to design a valve maintenance program.  This may include onsite inspections, valve maintenance, testing, troubleshooting and
detailed reporting on your valve population. These reports will aid in
your predicting and preventing maintenance programs by detailing
valve maintenance scheduling, and determining maintenance and
replacement frequency.

Partnered with Key Vendors
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MOBILE VALVE

www.sourceatlantic.ca
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MANAGING SUPPLY AND LOGISTICS FOR CANADA’S
DEFENCE INDUSTRY COAST TO COAST TO COAST
Source Atlantic provides a single source of distribution, technical services and supply chain solutions.
Our Naval Marine & Defence division includes a highly technical group of specialists, intensive quality assurance
credentials and partnerships with key manufacturers. We have the most modern and fully equipped valve repair
and test facility in Canada as well as a reputation for dependable and high quality supply and service. We maintain
the highest level of safety, quality and environmental practices. We are your source for comprehensive valve
management solutions and services.

Services
• Valve Project Management
• OEM Technical Service
• Valve Engineering
• Warehouse Management of Spares
• Valve Engineering Consultation
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NAVAL & MARINE DEFENCE

• Valve Actuation
• IRB Management
• Valve Supply
• Valve Overhaul
• FSR Capabilities

Facility Capabilities
Source Atlantic has the most
modern and fully equipped valve
repair and test facility in Canada
as well as a reputation for
dependable and quality supply
and service. Source Atlantic
Naval Marine and Defence
Division maintains various quality
assurance certifications
including both 1st level and
non-1st level applications.

Certifications
• International Traffic in Arms Regulations ITAR
• Defence Standards (DEFSTANS)
• ISO 9001:2008
• Canadian Forces Technical Orders CFTO
• Canadian Controlled Goods Program
• C23 Vic Quality Assurance for Safety in Submarines
• ALM 184 Special Instructions for Repair and
Overhaul Contractors

Partnered with Key Vendors

www.sourceatlantic.ca
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Clean Area
The Clean Area is a secure, limited access area for
stripping, surveying, building and testing Military/Naval
Marine and Defence valves and products.
Capabilities Include:
• Full range of test pots and fittings for various
types of testing
• High pressure air testing system with the
capabilities of up to 6000 Psi (414 Bar)
• Hydrostatic testing system
• Ultrasonic cleaning capabilities for various
size products
• Calibrated gauges that meet cleanliness and
quality standards
• Dedicated measuring inspection equipment
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NAVAL & MARINE DEFENCE

Certifications
DOL Approved
UV,V,VR,ASME,NB
ISO 9001:2008

www.sourceatlantic.ca 10

Valve Support and Management Services
Providing technical solutions, supply and logistical support to Canadian Defence
and Industry

Mobile Valve &
Naval Marine & Defence
Nova Scotia
140 Hwy #1,
Mount Uniacke
B0N 1Z0
Tel: 902.866.0719

www.sourceatlantic.ca
info@sourceatlantic.ca
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